
A MATTER  
OF SECONDS

Name:

  When helping someone in an  
emergency, what is the first thing  
you would do?

a. Check for breathing and pulse
b. Check the level of consciousness
c. Check the person’s airway
d. Check for danger

  What is some important information 
to give to the ambulance when  
calling 000 or 112?

a. Describe what has happened and how  
many people are hurt

b. The location where the emergency is  
happening

c. The phone number you can be contacted on
d. All of the above

  If someone is breathing but not  
responding, you should call the  
ambulance and roll them into the: 

a. Emergency position
b. Recovery position
c. On their back
d. Don’t move them at all

  When performing CPR, the chest  
should be compressed:

a. 10 cm
b. 1/3 the depth of the chest
c. 2-4 cm
d. 1-2 cm

  If someone is bitten by a snake, 
 the best way to help them is: 

a. Help them run up to the office
b. Don’t worry about it, it’s just a snake
c. Reassure them, tell them not to move and  

then run to get help
d. Try to catch the snake so everyone will know  

what type it is

  The treatment for bleeding is: 

a. Apply pad and pressure, then elevate
b. Run to find help
c. Tie something to the top of the limb tightly  

to stop circulation
d. Leave it, it will stop bleeding eventually

  If your grandparent is clutching their  
chest and in lots of pain, they need an  
ambulance because they might be having: 

a. A stroke
b. A fit
c. A heart attack
d. Diabetes

  When a person is suffering an  
asthma attack you should:

a. Help them take their medication
b. Make them comfortable and do ‘buddy breathing’
c. Call an ambulance
d. All of the above
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 Letter Word Meaning

D Danger Checking for anything dangerous so no one else gets hurt

R

S

A

B
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It was a beautiful morning down at the lake. I had gotten up early, eaten breakfast 
really fast and told Mum I was going for a quick look at the lake because I knew it would 
be flat and glassy like a mirror. Jumping on my pushbike, I pedalled furiously down the hill 
towards the water. The wind was in my hair and it felt like I was flying! I got to the park 
near the lake in no time and went to lean my bike on the picnic table like I always do, but 
there was a lady slumped over on her side on one of its benches…

In your own words, write down what the acronym DRSABC is trying to help us remember

Finish the following story (don’t forget your DRSABC plan!)10
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